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George Frederick Brown was Chairman of the Victorian Railway Commissioners from 1967 to 1973. One imagines—or at least
hopes—that he travelled each day to the Spencer St Kremlin by train. At any rate, it appears that Mrs. Brown used the train at
this time. This was one of a series of advertisements that ran regularly in the press (we didn’t call it the media then) and, more
particularly, in the VR Public Time Tables. That is why all of these advertisements are long thin things. The VR PTT of the day
was close to what we would call “DL” now… although that term, strictly speaking, applies only to envelopes. Whatever— the
size and shape were perfect for Mr & Mrs Brown to slip into a coat pocket or a handbag. There were both country “general” and
suburban “line-specific” timetables. A full set would burst Mrs. Brown’s handbag at the seams, so probably she carried only
what she needed. Is that the timetable I see in her hand? Below– Berney Arma.
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Along the Chitwan Rd
Glimpses of Nepalese transport by GEOFF LAMBERT

T

he land lay baking under an
autumn heat haze and my
companions lay prostrate in
their air-conditioned rooms. But on
the Chitwan Rd, people were hurrying to their family homes for a
celebration, using every form of
transport available.
During the month of Kartik in the
Bikram Sambat calendar (late September and early October), the
Nepalese people indulge in the biggest festival of the year, Dashain.
Dashain is the longest and the
most auspicious festival in the
Nepalese annual calendar, celebrated by Nepalese of all caste and
creed throughout the country. The
fifteen days of celebration occurs
during the bright lunar fortnight
ending on the day of the full moon.
These photos are taken in the early
days of Dashain, when the children
were assembling their traditional

swings to celebrate. At all such
festivals, the queues for transport
facilities are staggering
The photos on this page were all
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taken in a short space of time on a
half-kilometre stretch of dusty
back-road leading to Chitwan National Park near Sauraha in southern Nepal.
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As the Thomas Cook Overseas
Timetable (below) states, most public transport in Nepal is by bus,
but the services are far more frequent and extensive that Cook’s
map and timetables show.
It is hard to find timetables in Nepal, mainly because few exist.
Buses run on demand and the
state of the roads is such that
timetables quickly become a work
of fiction. The Intercity Express
from Kathmandu to Chitwan
(Sauraha) shown in the Greenline
web-based timetable (right) is theoretically a 6-hour run, but the service shown in the top right photo
on the previous page was already
running two hours late. A school
party from Wodonga reported that
the next day’s service took 10
hours to get back to Kathmandu.

Greenline Tours
From
To
Kathmandu Pokhara
Kathmandu Chitwan
Pokhara

Services
Daily
Daily

Departure
07:30AM
07:30AM

Arrival Fare NPR Fare USD
02:30PM 1000.00
18.00
01:30PM
850.00
15.00

Kathmandu
Chitwan

Daily
Daily

08:00AM
08:00AM

03:00PM
02:00PM

1000.00
850.00

18.00
15.00

Chitwan Kathmandu
(Sauraha)
Pokhara

Daily
Daily

09:30AM
09:30AM

03:00PM
03:00PM

850:00
850:00

15.00
15.00

A rather exotic bus service operates from Kathmandu to the fabled
city of Lhasa in Tibet, entering the
latter country over the Friendship
Bridge, deep in a mountain gorge.
There is only one railway in Nepal
and it runs (or ran– opinion on its
current status is divided) just to
the Indian border. Cross-border
travel was not possible for foreigners, but they could travel in this
train as far as the border. Cooks
show the most recent timetable
with 3 trains per day. The great
advantage of this train was that
travel on the roof was still permitted.
Supplementing the “regular” services is a system of tourist buses
running on charter, anywhere from
a kilometre or so up to journeys
along the length of the country.
Nepal has internal air services to
many locations, including to Lukla
in the Himalayas, where the landing strip is on a 10% uphill slope
and planes come and go every 5
minutes during the morning peak
hour before the fog rolls in.
Above Lukla, one cannot find any
wheeled vehicles and nearly all
transport is by foot or hooves mules, oxen, horses and
(predominantly) yaks.
Back in Chitwan, tourist transport
is by elephant, though it is hard to
find a timetable for it (they exist).
The photo on page 3 was an
“unscheduled extra” run for a baby
elephant undergoing training. This
little girl came from the elephant
breeding facility just up the road.
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Drink more beer
XXXX invades the Special Train Notice (and in colour too)
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Some ramblings in Norfolk
JIM WELLS is the rambler

O

n the back page of the August 2010
issue we discussed the fact that
Wondabyne station in NSW is in
the unusual position of having no road
access.
Geoff Clifton has found a station in England with the same situation, but the geographical contrast couldn’t be more stark.
Berney Arms is on the Norfolk Broads –
way up in the far reaches of East Anglia.
Wondabyne is in a rugged inaccessible
place; Berney Arms is on land flat as a
good pancake. Both have water access but
in Berney Arm’s case, some distance from
the station.
Look for it on the right hand side of the
map (1983 Topo) on the line between
Reedham and Great Yarmouth.
Geoff found a very interesting website
about
Berney
Arms:
http://
d i a m o n d g e e zer.blogspot.com/2010_08_01_archive.htm
l#156443540692415553, which has the
photo at right.
Also recommended:
http://www.berneyarms.co.uk/html/
berneyarms/railway/berney_railway1.htm
htt p:// www. signal box. org/galle ry /e/
reedhamjcn.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Berney_Arms_railway_station
http://www.guardian.co.uk/
commentisfree/2010/jul/11/the-strangestof-railway-stations
http://www.wherrylines.org.uk/
We’ll focus here on the railway environment.
What is surprising is that this line out of
Reedham survived the Beeching cuts of the
1960s (see box). Apparently this route was
the original one between Norwich and
Great Yarmouth, the more northerly route
passing through some high country. Either
the holiday traffic was high or the absence
of a road helped.
At one stage Berney Arms had a signal box
(now preserved at Mangapps Railway Museum, Burnham on Crouch, Essex). As we
can see the line is single track; perhaps
Berney Arms once had a crossing loop or
acted as a block post so that a train could
leave Reedham before the preceding one
had arrived at Breydon Junction on the
Great Yarmouth line or vice versa. The
overall distance on the ‘branch’ is only
about 11km and the going is easy so the
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traffic must have been heavy.
Look hard at the picture and you can see
that the track is still bull head rail. In 2009
the author was astonished to find short bull
head rail still in place on a busy railway
near Liverpool, Lancs.
We now turn to the timetable. The 2010
summer Mon-Fri timetable provides two
services in the morning from Norwich via
Reedham – all with an X (request) stop for
Berney Arms – to Great Yarmouth, and
two returns in the afternoon. The first
morning service and the second return
service appear to be additional to the
roughly hourly service provided on the line
via Acle (how does one pronounce this
name?) but the others replace an Acle ser-

vice (but see below) so destroying the
simplicity of the timetable.
Our source is the table at the top left of the
next page, aand detail for the outbound
(down?) is shown to the right of it.
This is a somewhat messy timetable. Supposing you want to go from Brundall Gardens to Lowestoft. The only one shown
above is at 0801. Buckenham has no trains
at all.
Notice that if you wanted to travel from
London the connection for the 1036 leaves
just over two hours earlier from Liverpool
St, about 180km away – wow (see box).
The inbound trains are due at Berney Arms
at 1419 and 1754 (but only until Septem-
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ber 24th, subsequently this train runs via
Acle).
On Sundays things really brighten up for
both Berney Arms and Buckenham.
Lowestoft only gets a two hourly service
but Great Yarmouth gets an hourly one,
alternate trains running via Berney Arms.
There’s a Google street view of Buckenham at right [and a Google Image view of
the Berney Arms area below it . … those
things that look like roads are in fact
hedges and fences.]
So they still have manual gates in England.
The satellite view shows double track and
a platform on the north (down) side only.
But Up trains do stop there – how do the
passengers get on or off? Further checking
seems to show that only one track is now
in use.
Wiki says:
According to Strategic Rail Authority figures, it is also one of the least-used stations in the country, with 13 entries and 16
exits for the year 2005/06 (giving a combined usage figure 29, down ten total from
the previous year). In the figures for
2006/07, this had declined further to 22
total entries and exits.
And
This change (to the timetable) was explained as providing access to the nearby
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bird watching huts. Buckenham has one of
the lowest frequency services provided to
any British railway station.
Happy Rambling. My thanks to Geoff
Clifton for his help.
[Editors note. The history of the railways
around Yarmouth can be found on the
Berney Arms web-site at http://
www.berneyarms.co.uk/html/yarmouth/
rail/railway.htm.
The 1872 Ordnance Survey map (below)
showed that even then, 28 years after it
opened, it had no roads – but this was
probably not so unusual then.

Berney Arms was hard to find in the 1859
Bradshaw, but rated an appearance by
1910 (right upper and lower).
This track was always single and at first
was single all the way from Norwich.
Worked under Telegraph Block until a
terrible accident occurred, it was then partially doubled, with the remainder worked
under Staff and Ticket regulations. I wondered why it had a signal-box (below)
when it was on a single line and without
either crossing facilities or a level crossing.
The signal box list in the LNER WTT of
1947 provided the answer: Berney Arms
box temporarily closed. When open, Special Permissive Working authorised and
Token will be issued with metal tag attached to carrier.
I had to go to the LNER Block Instructions
book to find out what that meant… but that
is a story for another day.
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Your train sails on the third of the month
Union Pacific Streamliner Timetables in 1940, by JIM O’NEIL

R

ecently, I acquired a number of
mid-twentieth century American
railroad timetables through the
AATTC auction. One of them was from the
Union Pacific, dated September 18, 1940, a
few years before the start of World War II
as the Americans reckon it. I noticed something I had read about in other sources: the
crack, extra-fare streamliners operated, not
on certain days of the week, but on the
same days of the month, every month, and
the Union Pacific identified these days as
“Sailing Dates”, thus comparing their best
trains to Ocean Liners.
As we can see from the schedules, at right,
from page 6 of the original timetable, the
Streamliners to Los Angeles ran ten times a
month, leaving every third day, except that
the tenth train in both directions left on the
Last Day of the month, so that they arrived
at the other end of the run on the second,
ready to make the return trip on the third of
the following month. This last day would
be three or four days after the departure of
the train on the 27th, depending on whether
the month had thirty or thirty one days.
This timetable doesn’t tell us what would
happen in February, as the trains leaving on
the 27 didn’t arrive until the 29th, too late
to form a return trip on the last day of February, and only two streamliners were required to operate the schedule in all other
months. But the calendar on page seven,
not reprinted here, covers only the months
from September to December 1940. February would have been covered by the next
timetable to be issued. I wonder whether
the streamliners left on the 27 or the 28
February?
There are also ten extra-fare trains per
month to San Francisco, but here we find
two different trains operating on different
timings, each running five times in the
month, with one train set operating each of
the two trains. The Forty Niner left Chicago at 9.30 in the morning while the City
of San Francisco departed at 7.45 in the
evening. Both arrived on the west coast on
the second day after leaving Chicago, the
City being due five minutes later than the
scheduled arrival time of the Forty Niner. I
can’t find the reason for this anywhere in
the timetable, but the City was hauled by a
diesel while the Union Pacific had streamlined two steam engines for the Forty
Niner. The diesel could run faster. We
should also note that neither train to San
Francisco used the path of the City Of Los
Angeles, even though they did not operate
on the same days, while the City of Portland, not reprinted here, which operated on
different days to all the trains shown on
page 6, but was not an extra-fare train, did
use the same timings as the City of Los
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Angeles between Chicago and Green
River, Wyoming.
My next pair of extracts from the timetable
make up Table B, pages 10 and 11 of the
original (this page and next). Table B gives
full service between Chicago and San
Francisco. Three regular fare trains, the
Overland Limited, the Challenger and the
Pacific Limited operated daily, but all
three took half a day longer than the Forty
Niner, and a whole day more than the City
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to make the whole journey. Furthermore
connections to and from such places as
Minneapolis, St. Louis and Salt Lake City
were made with the regular trains, but not
the fast ones. The regular trains stopped at
all the stations shown on Table B and
could pick up or set down, under certain
conditions, at the smaller station shown on
tables 1, 2 and 4 (which start from page 28
on the original timetable and take up six
pages). It cost ten dollars extra for a
sleeper all the way from Chicago to San

Francisco on the Forty Niner and fifteen on
the City, we are told on page 7. On page 60
we can find out that the cost of a Double
Lower Tourist Berth for that journey was
$8.95, and $16.55 for a Double Lower
Standard Berth. Apparently only a small
proportion of the Union Pacific’s customers in 1940 found it worthwhile to pay
roughly double the fare to save a day’s
travel from Chicago to the Golden Gate.
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Racing at the Marsh
GEOFF LAMBERT blames the dog for his 45-year fascination with the
Bacchus March Racecourse Siding

I

t was the day the dog dug up an unusual old book in the ruins of Rowsley
railway station. On brushing the dirt
and dog-spit from it, this turned out to be
a VR Working Time Table of 1962, the
first such book I had seen. I didn’t know
such books existed. I was hooked.
On our way to this unusual find, we had
passed what were pretty obviously the
ruins of another much older station, with 3
sidings and a decaying mound of what
seemed to be a platform. Here, the railway
reserve was wider, a feature still visible in
Google Earth. My guess was that it was
associated with the Bacchus Marsh Racecourse, which lay half a mile away over a
rutted road, nestled under the brow of the
Rowsley Fault. The racecourse had been
there since at least 1858, but regulations
for it were not made nor Trustees appointed until 1887, when the railway was
being built. When we moved to Bacchus
Marsh in 1948, we never noticed any remains at Bacchus Marsh Racecourse Siding, even though the level crossing nearby
was a favourite train-watching spot for the
family. We realised that the level crossing
once had a gatehouse and gates, but never
that it had a station.
It took me more than a quarter of a century
to confirm that this indeed was what it
was. First, I encountered a description of a
journey over the line written in the mid1890s which referred to the station as
abandoned and looking “desolate”. Then,
in Weekly Notice Extracts by Alan Jungwirth and Keith Lambert (no relation), I
discovered that the signals had been removed in 1897, to be replaced on race
days. Later, Andrew Waugh’s signalling
history of the line revealed that:
MADDINGLEY RACECOURSE (33½
MILES)
27.08.1886 F. Bowe & Co granted contract to erect 3 Gate Cottages on Bacchus
Marsh - Gordens line for £439/13/9
(Government Gazette GG).
24.04.1889 P. Lester granted a contract to
erect 2 Gate Cottages on Bacchus Marsh Ballan for £689/6/9. Tender also mentioned new fencing to Racecourse Station
(GG).
01.07.1898 Racecourse platform and sidings situated 1¾ miles on Down side of
Bacchus Marsh. Points are disconnected
and semaphore arms removed until required. Special instructions issued when
used. (General Appendix, “GA”).
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1902 Racecourse platform and sidings
situated 1¾ miles on Down side of Bacchus Marsh. Points removed unless required. Special instructions issued when
used. (GA)
01.02.1908 Not mentioned in GA
Maddingley!– I lived there! It was a suburb of Bacchus Marsh and home of the
legendary “Spiders” football team. This
“town” was surveyed in the 1850s, but
languished until the arrival of the railway.
In my youth we played around the old
police lock-up at the station, the only remaining feature of those days. I never
knew the area covered by this name extended that far up the hill.
In the 1950s Bacchus Marsh did indeed
host horse-racing at the course and the one
or two days per year when it occurred were
noteworthy for the traffic jams that developed at the end of our street. There had
obviously been a long association between
horse racing and the town. Famous trainers
(such as Sol Green) and famous horse
(such as Carbine and Phar Lap) had made
their homes in the town.
Clearly, the station had been superseded a
long time ago. I wanted to know all about
it, but I particularly wanted to see a timetable wherein it appeared. In that intervening
quarter of a century, I encountered the
following snippet in Geoffrey Blainey’s
Tyranny of Distance
The first chairman of commissioners of
Victoria's railways was Richard Speight,
and virtually the only powers denied him

were the power to say which new lines
should be built and which trains should
run on Sunday. He came from the Midland
Railway in England in 1884, a stout, bald,
bearded little man who was as generous as
Father Christmas. They were boom years
in Australia and money was plentiful and
Speight enjoyed spending it. The sack of
this cheerful man was full of toys for the
politicians on whom depended his continuity of office and the funds for his new railways. One politician asked for a railway
siding near his farm, another a footbridge
over the railway near his city house, others
requested free railway passes for their
friends and children. Speight obliged.
Bendigo politicians demanded a daily
express train from Melbourne, and although his advisers informed him that it
would run at an enormous loss, he put on
the express. He spent £4000 on a railway
station at a country racecourse, and it was
only used once, for a Presbyterian picnic.
Well- a light went on in the brain at this!
When I next met Blainey, I asked which
station he was referring to, but he couldn’t
remember. This much I did know– that
Geoffrey Blainey got his information from
either a court transcript or the text of a
book entitled The Great Libel Case a sensational court battle between Speight and
David Syme, the Publisher of The Age.
Google was no help here because neither
the book, nor The Age have been digitised.
However, that great rival of The Age, the
Melbourne Argus has been digitised. In its
report of the case, it said:
They caused stations and sidings to be
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built, in many cases of little if no utility, at
great cost, and maintained porters or station masters upon them notwithstanding
the waste thereby caused, and increased
the wear and tear on engines and rolling
stock and permanent way and other jobs
incident to stopping trains at such numerous, useless, and unprofitable stations and
sidings. They chose or permitted to be
chosen as sites for stations and sidings
places which involved very extravagant
outlay without any corresponding necessity
for the choice of such sites.

in these and the engines shuttled down to
“The Marsh” to be watered and turned (if
they were tender engines). The “S” circulars will reveal all if they can ever be
found. The line was then worked under
Staff and Ticket regulations, with Bacchus
Marsh and Rowsley as block posts with
single-line instruments. This may have
imposed special conditions on how these 4
trains were worked. A complicating factor
for this calculus is that the line was not yet
officially open– this happened about 2
weeks later.

This would certainly seem to apply to Bacchus Marsh Racecourse Siding, which was
barely half a mile from the racecourse. The
station at Rowsley was almost as close.
But there appeared to be no specific mention of the phantom racecourse station in
the reports of the case in The Argus. It has
been said that the famous trainer, Sol
Green had a big influence in forcing the
construction of the station. Green and
Speight lived in the same street in St Kilda,
so perhaps there is something to this. On
the other hand, Green, the owner of the
1910 Melbourne Cup winner Comedy King
and later famous for his gold-plated Rolls
Royce, was only 21 in 1889. The pressure
might have come from
Molesworth
Greene President of the Bacchus Marsh
Racing Club.

8-APR-1890

Over the years I asked my question of
many people and scoured the Internet–
both without success. My search of The
Argus, however, revealed that between
1889 and 1895 there were many occurrences of the words railway and Bacchus
Marsh Races on the same page. Fifteen of
them gave train times. Some were in Sporting Intelligence, others were in Railway
Notices. This is their story.
19-OCT-1889
DIRECT RAILWAY TO BALLARAT.
COMPLETION OF THE BACCHUS
MARSH TO BALLAN LINK.
The total expenditure on the section will be
about £80,000. A siding has been provided
at the Bacchus Marsh Racecourse and
stations at Rowsley and Ingliston .
23-NOV-1889
The proprietary of the Bacchus Marsh
Racing Club will hold their first meeting of
the season this afternoon, when they place
before their patrons a varied programme
for horses and ponies. Special Trains will
leave Spencer-street at 10 55 a.m. with
horses and passengers, and at 11.30, 11.50
a.m., and 12 35 p.m., returning when the
races are over.
Four trains! This explained why there appeared to have been three loops at the station. I imagine the carriages were stabled
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Today there will be a race meeting held on
the Bacchus Marsh course, under the auspices of the local club. An excellent programme has been prepared, and a good
racing may be anticipated. The railway
arrangements are that special trains will
leave Spencer street at 10 30 (with horses
and passengers), at 11 15, and 11 30. The
ordinary forenoon train, leaving Ballarat
[not Ballaarat, please note] at 11 o'clock,
will arrive at the Bacchus Marsh Railway
platform at 1 o'clock, and the Express to
Ballarat will call for passengers in the
evening at 5 45. The ordinary train for
Ballarat leaves Bacchus Marsh at 7 40 in
the evening.
This is the first mention of through trains
stopping for the races. The first of these
would have called after the 10:30 Special
had already been “locked away”, although
two hours to get down the hill from Ballarat seems excessive. This report also
confirms that a platform existed. There had
to be– how else would the horses be detrained?
8-SEP-1890
The rain which fell on Saturday morning
had its effect in somewhat lessening the
attendance of visitors at the Bacchus
Marsh races, which were held on the beautifully situated local course in the afternoon, but nevertheless the two Special
trains which ran from Melbourne were
well filled. The afternoon was an enjoyable
one, for though the rain did not keep off,
the showers which fell were only light
When the racing was over, however, it
commenced to come down in earnest, and
the railway journey back to town was accomplished through a heavy rainstorm.
Mr. Molesworth R Greene, the President of
the club, occupied the position of judge,
and performed his duties with correctness
and promptitude, and the courteous lion,
secretary, Mr. RG. Fincham, was as usual
assiduous in his attention to his duties. The
racing programme was gone through successfully, but some dissatisfaction was
expressed by owners of ponies who did not
produce their certificates of measurement,

and whose animals were rejected by the
Club's measurer. So many were rejected
that the first pony race only had three runners, and was regarded (as it proved to be)
a certainty for Mabel.
Ah! Mabel! They don’t give horses names
like that any more.
4-DEC-1890
To-day the Bacchus Marsh Racing Club
will hold a meeting on their picturesque
course. The programme to be decided
contains half a dozen races, including a
Hurdle Race and a Cross-country Steeplechase over paddock fences and lane doubles, two Handicaps on the flat, and two
Selling Races, [for low class horses; the
winners were offered for auction], the
second one being for hacks. A special
train, conveying horses and passengers,
will leave Melbourne for the Bacchus
Marsh Racecourse siding at 10.30 this
morning, and two other passenger specials
will leave at 11.15 and 11.30. The course
is within easy walking distance of the railway platform.
Note that the place is referred to as a
“Siding”. The Government Gazette notice
8 months before this referred to it as a
“Station”.
3-SEP-1891
To-day the Bacchus Marsh races will take
place on the picturesquely situated local
course which is only a short distance from
the railway station A good programme is
to be decided, there being six races in each
of which a large number of horses arc
engaged. There are two handicaps on the
flat, a hurdle race, a cross country steeplechase, and a selling race, and a selling
hack race. Special trains will leave
Spencer Street for the Bacchus Marsh
Railway Platform at 10, 11.20, and 11.40
in the forenoon, the first train, as usual,
conveying the horses.
Three interesting points here– the station is
not referred to as Maddingley (perhaps the
sporting writer was not a rail-fan); the
horse train ran from Spencer St (where
there was a horse dock) and; there is an
implication in the “as usual” that there had
already been sufficient meetings to make
this wording meaningful. At this time, the
through railway to Ballarat was closed just
up the track at Dog Trap Gully– the result
of a spectacular washaway (illustrated on
the cover of The Times for November
2008). Working of the Racecourse Siding
probably reverted to the situation in 1889
before the through line was open.
28-NOV-1891
On Thursday, 3rd December, special
trains will leave Spencer Street station for
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the Bacchus Marsh racecourse platform at
10 00 a.m. with horses and passengers and
at 11 20 a.m. and 12.0 pm with passengers» only, and return at 5 16 and 5 45 pm
with passengers, and at 6 25 with horses
and passengers The 10-00 and 11-20 am
special trains will stop at Melton station.
Return fares:— to racecourse platform,
First-class 7s 6d , first class, Including
admission to the stand, 15s. First class
including admission to the outer reserve,
9s 6d, second class, including admission to
the outer reserve, 5s 6d; second class,
including admission to the flat, 6s 0d; Single fare from racecourse platform, first
class, 5s 8d, second class, 3s. 9d.

two or three accidents, nothing of a serious
kind occurred. Mr. G. A. Hence acted as
starter, and he took much trouble to get his
fields away at even terms, which he succeeded admirably in doing. This was no
small undertaking, considering that three
of the races were half-mile flutters.

We are beginning to get meat on the bones
of these old nags now. First, the trains are
deigning to stop at intervening stations to
pick up local passengers and (perhaps)
local horses. But maybe the local horses
walked there– after all Archer was walked
all the way from Sydney to Melbourne for
the first two Melbourne Cups. Second, we
now get details of fares and note that some
include admission to different parts of the
course. The latter was not always a given.

On Wednesday, 7th September special
trains will leave Spencer street station for
tho Bacchus Marsh racecourse platform at
10 30 a.m. with horses and passengers and
at 11 15 and 11 42 am with passengers
only, and return at 4 55 and 5 15 p m with
passengers and at 5 40 pm with horses and
passengers. The 10.30 a.m. special train
will stop at Melton and Parwan stations
Return Fares.-To Racecourse Platform»First class 7s 0d; first class (Including
admission to the stand) 15s, including
admission to the flat first class, 8s 6d;

This meeting took place about two weeks
after the through route had been re-opened,
so the arrangements for working traffic
were probably more rigorous again.

A point that was beginning to catch my eye
with these reports was the constant admiration of the surroundings. Fifty year later,
these could never have been referred to as
anything but “dreary”- perhaps that is because of the later felling of the trees that
existed at the time the line was opened.
6-SEP-1892

second class 5s 7d. Single fates from racecourse Platform—First class 6s 1d second
class 4s 1d. Holiday excursion fares will
be charged from Melton and Parwan
Now Parwan gets into the act; the railway
fares have risen too. The world was beginning to emerge from the Big Bust– its first
experience with international Depression.
Which punters bought a single fare from
the course, when none were offered to it?
Those who too poor before the meeting
and had to walk, but won their fortune on
the ponies and rode back in style?
The two trains are advertised as
“Excursions” and the fares from Melton
and Parwan are designated as “Holiday
Excursion” fares. This is not to say that
there was a local holiday on or about this
day. Bacchus Marsh was one of the few
towns where St Patrick’s Day was a gazetted Public Holiday. It would have seemed
a natural for a race day, but none ever
seemed to have been held on that day.
When I was young, the town observed
Melbourne Cup day, but we were always
told it was the “Sunday School Picnic
Holiday”. The Public Service Act of 1890
allowed only: The following days shall be

3-MAY-1892
Registered trainers and jockeys desiring
tickets for the Bacchus Marsh races of
Thursday next should apply tor them at
Haydon's racecourse agency today or
tomorrow. In connection with the races,
Special trains have been arranged for to
leave Spencer-street station for the Bacchus Marsh Racecourse Platform on
Thursday morning at 10.30, 11.15, and
11.35, the first train conveying the horses.
5-MAY-1892
The train arrangements are that the special conveying horses and passengers will
leave Spencer-street station at 10.30, while
two other specials conveying passengers
only will leave at 11.15 and 11.35. These
trains will deposit passengers at the racecourse platform, which is not far from the
coarse. The trains will return in the evening at 4.55, 5.15, and 5.40. The passenger
trains leaving Ballarat at 7.35 and 11.10
will call at the racecourse platform.
6-MAY-1892
The race meeting held yesterday by the
Bacchus Marsh Racing Club was fairly
well attended, three special trains from
Melbourne being well patronised. The
weather was delightful, and the afternoon
spent on the beautifully-situated Course
was enjoyed by those present. The meeting
was well managed, and though there were
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R749 with a tour train at the site of Bacchus Marsh Racecourse Station.
The three sidings were in the grassy area in the foreground
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Timetables for Special Trains to Bacchus Marsh Racecourse
Racing date

First
# of
Last
Down trains
Up Trains
Race Events Race
Horse- 1st
2nd
3rd
1st
2nd
3rd Horsebox Pass. Pass. Pass.
Pass. Pass. Pass. box

23-Nov-1889

10:55 11:30 11:50 12:35

8-Apr-1890
6-Sep-1890
4-Dec-1890
3-Sep-1891
28-Nov-1891
5-May-1892
7-Sep-1892
22-Feb-1893
4-May-1893
7-Sep-1893
7-Dec-1893
6-Sep-1894
6-Dec-1894
15-May-1895

10:30
10:30
10:30
10:00
11:00
10:30
10:30
11:00
11:00
11:00
11:00
11:00
11:00
11:00

11:15
11:00
11:15
11:20
11:20
11:15
11:15
11:42
11:45
11:55

11:30
11:30
11:30
11:40
12:00
11:35
11:42

??

13:30

7
6
6

13:45
13:45

??
16:45 17:15
17:15
17:00
16:45 17:00
16:30 16:55
16:55

6
13:45

17:00
17:00
16:40

11:55
11:55
11:45

observed as holidays in the public offices:—New Year's Day Christmas Day
and the following day Good Friday and the
following Saturday and Monday the Birthday of Her Majesty and of the Prince of
Wales. In the 1890s the Prince of Wales
was the future Edward VII, and his birthday was in November. This was abolished
as a Public Holiday in Victoria 1910, but
persisted for many years in NSW. This
resulted in a string of NSW holidays
within a few weeks, including Easter,
King’s Birthday and Prince of Wales
Birthday. For each of these, massive WTT
books were produced. None of this appears
to have happened in Victoria
22-FEB-1893
The Bacchus Marsh Racing Club will hold
a meeting to-day, when an attractive programme will be presented. A special train
for horses and passengers will leave
Spencer street station for Bacchus Marsh
at 11 a.m. and a special train for passengers only will leave the same station at
11.42 a m. The following scratchings in
connection with the meeting have been
made: Dolly, Dangler, and La Reine.
Times were hard, 2 trains suffice. Poor old
Dangler… it is a good thing that he didn’t
have to run in the steeplechase.
4-MAY-1893
On Thursday, 4th May, special trains will
leave Spencer street for the Bacchus
Marsh racecourse platform at 11 am with
horses and passengers, and at 11 45 a.m.
with passengers only, and return at 5 pm
with passengers and 5 30 pm with horses
and passengers The 11 am special train
will stop at Melton and Parwan stations.
6-SEP-1893
On Thursday, 7th September, special
trains will leave Spencer Street station tor
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??
??
17:30
17:30
17:15
17:15
17:15
17:15

??

Other trains/ Notes

Trains return when races are over
Through line not yet open
11:00 AM Up to call at 13:00'; Express to Ballarat to call
??
at 17:45; 19:45 Bacchus Marsh to Ballarat to stop.
17:50
Morning and forenoon (Up) Ballarat
17:50
18:00
18:25
17:40
0735 and 1110 Up Ballarat will stop
17:40 Preceded by a Hunt at "a quarter to twelve a.m.
??

17:30

17:00

17:00
17:30

17:00

17:30

11:10 Up Ballarat to stop

the Bacchus Marsh racecourse platform at
11 a.m. with horses and passengers and at
11 55 a.m. with passengers only, and return at 5 p.m. with passengers and at 5 30
pm with horses and passengers….

mind.. The Racecourse, by the way, was
never shown in WTTs.

Rowsley closed as a Block Post 20-Nov1893 and thereafter the arrangements for
working the race trains must have changed.

There was then an eighteen-month gap
without mention of Bacchus Marsh races.
During this time, Rowsley was re-opened
as a Block Post and the gatehouse at Bacchus Marsh Racecourse siding was
“removed”.

7-DEC-1893

15-MAY-1895

A race meeting will be held at Bacchus
Marsh today. An ordinary train leaves
Melbourne at 9 40 am. A special train with
horses and passengers will leave Spencer
street railway station at 11 am for the
racecourse platform at Bacchus Marsh
leaving on return at 5 10 pm. The special
train with first and second class passengers only will leave Spencer street railway
station at 11 55 am for the racecourse
platform, leaving on return at 5 pm. The 11
am train will stop at Melton and Parwaa.
The first race will start at 1 45 pm, and the
last, a trotting event, at 4 40.

This afternoon the Bacchus Marsh Racing
Club will hold a meeting for which good
entries have been received. Special train
for horses and passengers will leave
Spencer street station for the racecourse
platform 11 0’clock and another train for
passengers only at five minutes to 12
o’clock a.m.

There are slight jigglings in the times of
the trains on these four days, but it is not
clear whether this was the result of “slots”
in the timetables or racing times and, if the
latter, whether the time of sunset had
something to do with it. We do not know
how long it took for a Special Train to
reach Maddingley. The regular trains at
this time took about an hour and a half- see
TT on page 14 taken from Crisp & Son’s
Railway Guide of 1891 (reviewed in The
Times of October 2000). This would mean
that passengers on the 11:55 had twenty
minutes to scuttle up the road and make a
half-circuit of the racecourse to place their
bets on the first race. The “Ordinary Train”
seems to have been new or altered since
the days of Crisp and Lane’s Railway
Guide. It is shown as a Mixed in the 1894
WTT and would have reached Bacchus
Marsh Racecourse at about 1140, rather a
slow journey for those with a racing turn of

This was the last appearance. Comments in
The Argus indicated that interest in the
Bacchus Marsh races had been tailing off.
There was no mention in the paper of further meetings for many years– long after
the siding had closed. I suppose that most
of these special trains deserved a jelly-tray
(hectograph) S-notice but, if they did, these
have not survived or been indexed, unlike
their NSW counterparts.
My old question has been answered in the
negative– Bacchus Marsh Racecourse was
NOT Blainey’s fabled one-train station. It
was visited by at least 38 trains on at least
fifteen occasions, perhaps more if we assume meetings were quarterly for its short
life. Nevertheless, it was the most shortlived racecourse siding, unless Blainey’s
candidate station is unearthed.
I never did find out where the never-used
racecourse station was– do you know?
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